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(a) it is deemed to be served on the day of transmission provided that a read receipt
is duly requested and a delivery confirmation and/or such other evidence of
delivery is received before 5pm; or

(b) on the next following Working Day if the relevant delivery confirmation receipt
or such other evidence of delivery is received after 5pm but before midnight on
a Working Day; or

(c) on the next following Working Day if the relevant delivery confirmation receipt
or other such evidence of delivery is received on a day which is not a Working
Day.

29.3 If an automatic electronic notification is received by the sender within twenty-four (24) 
hours after sending the email informing the sender that the email has not been delivered 
to the recipient, or that the recipient is out of the office, the email shall be deemed not 
to have been served by email and shall instead be deemed to have been served on the 
day the posted notice would have been deemed to have been served in accordance with 
Condition 29.1. 

30. COMPLIANCE WITH ANTI-SLAVERY AND HUMAN TRAFFICKING LAWS

30.1 In performing its obligations under the Contract, the Supplier shall: 

i. comply with all applicable anti-slavery and human trafficking laws, statutes,
regulations and codes from time to time in force including the Modern Slavery Act
2015;

ii. include in contracts with its subcontractors and suppliers provisions which are at
least as onerous as those set out in this Condition 30;

iii. notify the Council as soon as it becomes aware of any actual or suspected slavery
or human trafficking in a supply chain which has a connection with this Contract;

iv. maintain a complete set of records to trace the supply chain of all Services
provided to the Council in connection with this Contract and permit the Council
and its third-party representatives to inspect the Supplier's premises, records, and
to meet the Supplier's personnel to audit the Supplier's compliance with its
obligations under this Condition 30.

30.2 The Supplier represents and warrants that at the Commencement Date it has not been 
convicted of any offence involving slavery and human trafficking; nor has it been the 
subject of any investigation, inquiry or enforcement proceedings regarding any offence 
or alleged offence of or in connection with slavery and human trafficking. 

30.3 The Council may terminate the Contract with immediate effect by giving written notice 
to the Supplier if the Supplier commits a breach of this Condition 30. 

31. AUDIT

31.1 The Supplier shall at all times during the supply of the Services and for a period of six 
(6) years thereafter:

31.1.1 keep secure and give or make available for inspection by the Council, its 
designated auditors and the Local Government Ombudsman all original and copy 
records, documents, information, statements and papers which may be acquired 
or produced by the Supplier or by any sub-contractor in the supply of the 
Services. In default of compliance, the Council may recover possession of such 
materials and the Supplier grants a licence to the Council or its appointed agents 
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to enter for that purpose any premises of the Supplier or its sub-contractors 
where any such materials may be held, and 

31.1.2 co-operate fully with any investigations at its own expense and make such 
explanations to the Council, its designated auditors and the Local Government 
Ombudsman as may be necessary for them to be satisfied that the Contract, the 
Council's Contract Procedure Rules, Financial Regulations and all statutory and 
regulatory provisions relating to the Contract are being and have been complied 
with. 

32. VARIATION

Except as set out in these Terms and Conditions, no variation of the Contract, including 
the introduction of any additional terms and conditions, shall be effective unless it is 
agreed in writing by the Parties or their authorised Representatives. 

33. COUNTERPARTS

This Contract may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which, when 
executed and delivered, shall constitute a duplicate original, but all the counterparts 
shall together constitute the one agreement. 

34. GOVERNING LAW & JURISDICTION

The Contract shall in all respects be construed and interpreted in accordance with the 
Laws of England and Wales and the English courts shall have exclusive jurisdiction to 
settle any disputes which may arise between the Parties out of or in connection with the 
Contract. 

35. ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES

Each Party agrees to sign this Contract by electronic signature (whatever form the 
electronic signature takes) and that this method of signature is as conclusive of the 
Party's intention to be bound by this Contract as if signed by each Party's manuscript 
signature. 

IN WITNESS whereof this Agreement has been signed by the Parties hereto and is intended 
to be and is hereby delivered on the day and year first above written. 

SIGNED for and on behalf of 

THE CORNWALL COUNCIL 

Authorised Officer 
Print name: Lorrita Johnson
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Regarding this, we have gathered spot purchase costs of interventions via CLEAR and MITBER and all other activity-based costs will be 

dynamically sourced according to need and location. There is also an allowance within the budget for venue hire for proposed group 

interventions. 

Pentreath currently deliver the Nextsteps project which works directly with rough sleepers and homeless people and we will use our 

existing links and relationships within the rough sleeper team and emergency, temporary and supported housing providers to identify 

people who would benefit from our proposal and support them to take part in this project. We have also met with Cornwall Voluntary 

Sector Forum Housing Alliance and have gained their backing in submitting this proposal. The alliance members, which include housing 

providers such as Coastline and St Petroc's, have agreed to support our proposal and will support to identify eligible participants at the 

point of referral. We will have ongoing attendance at this alliance to maintain and develop links with these stakeholders. We have a clear 

plan of how we will deliver the project to best benefit all stakeholders. Please see the project plan below ... 
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We will achieve 100 starts by supporting staff to be effective and focused in their delivery and by having monthly contract review meetings 

between Pentreath and TWCC. We will aim to start 8 new participants per month across the county, and by working with stakeholders, 

will support males and females from a range of backgrounds. Each advisor will have their own engagement targets to achieve. We will 

incorporate demographics into our project reporting to evidence inclusive engagement. 

Pentreath delivers its service via 1:1 outreach in the local community which enables us to be flexible and adaptable. Coincidentally, these 

are also 2 of our organisational values. Each person meets with an advisor who supports the person to identify their needs through 

various wellbeing assessments, action plans and practical, 'walking alongside' support. This place based, community focussed approach 

allows us to flex and adapt to different presenting needs. The advisor will have access to a pot of funding allocated to each individual to 

spot purchase tailored support for their participants. 

Both Pentreath and the Women's Centre Cornwall pride ourselves on meeting clients where they are in their journey, respecting their 

autonomy and right to engage in risk taking behaviours. We will ensure staff are trained in understanding reasons for drug and alcohol 

use, addiction and support services available to people who may still be under the influence of alcohol or drugs. We will also provide 

information on how and when you can work with someone who is under the influence and when it isn't possible for the person to engage. 

We will use the following model -

Engagement - meeting clients where they are in their journey and respecting their autonomy, ensuring staff understand drug and alcohol 

use, able to quickly assess if the person can engage or is intoxicated. 

Effective communication with Drug and Alcohol services ensuring real-time feedback for clients with a drug and alcohol worker, sharing 

of risk assessments, communication of new risks identified, collaboration of plans to ensure consistency in approach. For someone not 

accessing or engaging with drug and alcohol services, consent to refer would be encouraged and joint meetings facilitated to ensure 

effective handover. Have establish quick links through Tom Webb, Dual Diagnosis System Lead and Coordinator, into drug and alcohol 

services. 

Embrace a harm reduction approach for clients still using alcohol and drugs, focusing on minimizing the negative consequences of 

substance use. This approach acknowledges the reality of ongoing substance use while supporting safer practices. 
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Acknowledging that building rapport and engagement will take time and it is vital it is non-judgemental. 

Brief interventions and motivational techniques can make a meaningful impact. Motivational interviewing techniques may be used to 
explore and enhance an individual's motivation for change. This collaborative and goal-oriented communication style helps individuals 
identify and resolve ambivalence about behaviour change. 

Strengths base approach focuses on the resilience and capabilities of clients-. 
By conducting a comprehensive needs assessment for each client to understand need, identify/understand the range of their complex 
needs, including substance use, mental health, housing, and trauma history, again this will need to be completed over several sessions. 
Planning through development plans that consider the specific needs and preferences of the client. This involves collaboratively setting 
goals and milestones to empower them in their recovery journey. 
Creating accessible and safe that promote a sense of security and trust. Ensure that the physical environment is welcoming, non
threatening, and conducive to open communication. Also, by establishing a routine Safe Space will allow the client to access support when 
the time is right for them. 

797 words. 












































